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Statement of Aims 

     It is difficult to venture anywhere in Britain without eventually stumbling across traces of 

military fortifications spanning its modern past. Arguably, no other conflict gave rise to these 

defences more than the Second World War in which the nation witnessed the real emergency of 

invasion and bombardment. This is how my own interest in these bastions of national security 

first emerged; by chancing upon their surviving ruins whilst exploring the outdoors in my home 

environment of the Thames Estuary. 

     Having found and photographed a multitude of these remnants since my childhood, it is 

important to remember that these harsh concrete and brick structures are not soulless but 

immortalise the human story of the home front within the landscapes they transformed. Often 

overgrown and neglected, these wartime defences have only been appreciated for their historic 

significance over the past several decades. Recent literature has studied their design and function, 

yet few efforts have been made to cast light upon their surrounding impacts upon the communities 

and environments they were constructed within. This investigation aims to tread this territory by 

utilising surviving evidence to understand the physical and emotional consequences that these vast 

defence schemes of land, sea, and air created during and following wartime. Whether remnants 

were accepted, recycled, or rejected post-war will also be considered. Furthermore, the relationship 

between national and local security desires will be explored, examining changing attitudes towards 

defences. This seeks to broaden our understanding of these works by appreciating their geographic 

and social contexts and realising that their operations were not entirely self-contained.  
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Introduction 

      ‘Seeing the huge gun barrels protruding from the fort [pictured front]… was amazement 

shared… a very ominous sight for us’.1 Gerald Hudson recounts both the awe and foreboding 

experienced by communities suddenly shadowed by wartime defence. When considering Britain’s 

fortifications, the brutally-utilitarian concrete descendants of more-romantic fortresses are often 

overlooked, despite protecting the nation during its darkest hours within living memory; therefore, 

deserving inspection. This investigation seeks to uncover the stories behind these installations 

through their social and environmental significance within their surroundings; the very places we 

inhabit today. It aims to understand the relationship between national defence schemes and local 

people and places by examining surviving sources, considering the human emotional experience 

of the transformation of localities into warzones in relation to landscape history. Through a 

microhistorical lens centred on the Thames Estuary’s northern bank, it will be ascertained how 

Second World War home-front defensive works and their activities impacted their adjacent 

communities, infrastructure, and physical environments. This will be considered by addressing 

wartime and post-war impacts in turn, examining these upon agricultural, tourist, and residential 

sites. These infrastructures define this coastal area and were all affected by the demands of national 

security following imminent threats of invasion; under Operation Sealion, and aerial 

bombardment; during the Blitz that followed and later during Operation Steinbock.2 Landscape 

historian Paul Readman notes how the River Thames has traditionally served as a microcosm of 

national development connecting the urban and rural; the state with the local, hence providing an 

apt case study.3 The estuarine communities examined primarily consisted of people working in 

local agriculture and industry, or resided in the area temporarily as plotlanders and seaside tourists; 

owing to the dramatically-varied nature of development in this geographically-valued region. Post-

war, communities migrating from London into the home counties came to dominate this then-

spacious area, although the nature of its infrastructure prevailed despite economic development. 

During wartime, the Thames Estuary was both a nucleus of industry such as oil refining, and acted 

as a major shipping path and gateway to London followed by enemy aircraft on bombing runs. 

Therefore, it was lined with a multitude of both coastal and anti-aircraft defences, making it a 

suitably-vibrant region for examination. This investigation’s central focus will be upon Canvey 

Island, situated on the south-east Essex Estuary coastline. It serves as an apt case study because 

                                                
1 Gerald Hudson, email interview conducted by Liam Heatherson, 16th March to 11th April 2019. 
2 Martin Marix Evans & Angus Mcgeoch, Invasion! Operation Sealion: 1940 (Abingdon, 2014), x, xiii.  
3 Paul Readman, Storied Ground: Landscape and the Shaping of English National Identity (Cambridge, 2018), 
pp. 297-299. 
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its strategic maritime position and largely-undeveloped interwar landscape led to it facilitating a 

high concentration of defensive installations during the Second World War, whilst still 

representing the wider region and its characteristic coastal marshland communities. To 

demonstrate recurring regional trends, instances of installations in other estuarine communities 

will be cross-referenced including Southend-on-Sea’s similar seafront.	

 

     Late-nineteenth century coastal forts reveal England’s historic familiarity with invasion threats, 

yet this almost became reality in 1940 apparent via the extent of built defences. On Canvey Island, 

two coastal defence batteries, extensive perimeter pillboxes, anti-glider ditches, and other obstacles 

were erected. The island was considered vulnerable to Fallschirmjäger landings, potentially 

reinforced by a beach attack, proceeding onto mainland Benfleet via the Colvin Bridge.4 These 

defences primarily served the early war; with threats of German invasion having passed by 1941 

as its interests shifted to the eastern front.5 However, the threat of aerial bombardment had 

developed over the interwar period. Great War aviation developments highlighted defensive 

shortcomings during Southend’s bombardment between 1915 and 1917; protected only by 

rudimentary ground-to-air defences.6 By the Second World War, Canvey had two substantial heavy 

anti-aircraft installations assisted by more at Vange and Hadleigh. Temporary light anti-aircraft 

defences were also constructed; including late-war ‘Diver’ batteries to counter V1 bombs.7 Both 

coastal and anti-aircraft batteries had hutments to accommodate personnel. 

 

     Twentieth-century defensive installations have been neglected by historiographical discourse; 

only appearing in limited literature since the 1980s. Henry Wills’ 1985 Pillboxes study marks the 

first serious attempt to survey Second World War hardened fortifications.8 Mike Osborne’s post-

millennial study contextualises twentieth-century defensive structures within their varied roles, yet 

not their surroundings as Twentieth-Century Military Structures in the Landscape’s title misleads.9 He 

acknowledges their lacking academic attention is likely owed to their aesthetic ugliness, emotional 

sensitivity towards the dire circumstances of their construction, and that some sites and sources 

have remained confidential after wartime.10 Earlier existing literature, such as Peter Kent’s East-

                                                
4 Peter Finch, Warmen Courageous: The History of the Essex Home Guard 1940-1945 (Southend-on-Sea, 
1951), p. 59. 
5 Henry Wills, Pillboxes – A Study of UK Defences 1940 (London, 1985), p. 12. 
6 Ken Crowe, Southend and the Great War (London, 2014), p. 20. 
7 Mike Osborne, Defending Britain: Twentieth-Century Military Structures in the Landscape (Stroud, 2010), pp. 
170-171. 
8 Wills, Pillboxes – A Study of UK Defences 1940, VII. 
9 Osborne, Defending Britain, pp. 9-10. 
10 Ibid., pp. 218-221. 
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Anglian study, has also focused upon the nature of fortifications in isolation.11 This investigation 

provides originality through specific investigation into their relationship with their surroundings, 

which has scarcely appeared thus-far. Traditional wider assessments of the defence of Britain, 

including by Basil Collier, have taken a Whiggish focus on national defence schemes with little 

focus on microhistorical detail.12 This is arguably incomplete because home defence represents an 

inseparable relationship between national demand and local accommodation. Norman Longmate’s 

recent study introduces personal accounts, yet focuses upon the viewpoints of officials rather than 

civilians.13 The impact of militarisation upon the environment has been examined by landscape 

historian Chris Pearson, who argues ‘preparing for war in the twentieth century had a profound 

impact on landscapes’ and populations.14 However, further effort needs to be made to examine 

this in conjunction with sociohistorical evidence. To introduce this, the British home front’s social 

history must also be considered. Angus Calder has explored the war effort and attitudes of stoicism 

in spite of dangerous circumstances.15 Sonya Rose’s work discusses the impact of stationed troops 

within communities, whilst Becky Willans explores wartime childhood experience.16 Whilst the 

precise focus upon the impact of defensive works upon communities and environments has 

received scant prior attention, the findings of this investigation will be related to this wider relevant 

historiography. 

 

     A vast range of primary sources and media types will be utilised to ascertain how defensive 

works impacted Thames Estuarine communities. Official documentation from the National 

Archives pertaining to defensive requirements, as well as locally-produced media and civilian 

memoirs and oral histories will be examined. This will provide both a top-down perspective upon 

the physical extents and technicalities of installations, and an insight into their social and emotional 

repercussions. Aerial photographs from Britain from Above; primarily taken immediately post-

war, provide an undistorted insight into defensive works’ physical footprints within context of the 

landscape. Local media such as cartoons, family photographs, and videography reveal civilian 

attitudes and their relationship with defence. Such unpublished sources for private audiences have 

often escaped the distorting influence of propaganda and the Emergency Power (Defence) Act 

                                                
11 Peter Kent, Fortifications of East Anglia (Lavenham, 1988), pp. 1-10. 
12 Basil Collier, The Defence of the United Kingdom (London, 1957), XV-XVII. 
13 Norman Longmate, Island Fortress: The Defence of Great Britain 1603-1945 (London, 2001), pp. 1-3. 
14 Chris Pearson, ‘Researching Militarized Landscapes: A Literature Review on War and the Militarization of 
the Environment’, Landscape Research Journal 37 (2012), 188. 
15 Angus Calder, The Myth of the Blitz (London, 1991), pp. 1-2. 
16 Sonya O. Rose, Which People’s War?: National Identity and Citizenship in Wartime Britain 1939-1945 
(Oxford, 2003), p. 75., 
Becky Willans, ‘Debris and delight: children’s play during the second world war’ in Wendy Russell, Stuart 
Lester, & Hilary Smith (eds.), Practise-based research in children’s play (Bristol, 2017), pp. 44-46. 
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which criminalised material published contrary to the war effort.17 Jose Harris notes that recent 

home-front historians have become increasingly critical of this.18 Memoirs from the BBC People’s 

War archive and Canvey Community Archive retrospectively reveal defensive impacts through 

experience, as do oral histories. These recently-emerging online archives primarily record 

childhood recollections owing to the age of the generations constituting the Second World War’s 

living history, yet still provide some insight into the experience of adults. Source material pertaining 

to the home front is becoming increasingly accessible. Amateur online community archives have 

made digitising and viewing contemporary material more accessible within niche local-historical 

interests, and confidentiality restrictions have lifted with the passing of time at formal collections 

such as the National Archives. 

 

     When examining local history, sometimes first-hand accounts provide the only insight into 

contextual details and hence are extremely valuable sources. However, they must be tackled 

carefully.19 The Canvey Community Archive and the Bay Museum were corresponded with and 

have provided invaluable assistance with locating source material and interview participants. 

Interviews were conducted with David Thorndike and Gerald Hudson who experienced wartime 

Canvey as children, as did Peter Basham at Nevendon on the mainland. Because Hudson has since 

migrated to Canada, he could not provide an oral history so was interviewed via email.20 Whilst 

this is equally-useful, it must be considered that the non-immediate responses given allow the 

interviewee to become the author and further construct their own selective narrative, similar to 

memoirs.21 The oral history interviews were semi-structured to enable wider local-historical 

context; sometimes absent elsewhere, to be provided. This meant they were lengthy, so for 

efficiency’s sake only brief relevant sections were transcribed and quoted. Tim Kenyon has 

emphasised the importance of using supporting evidence to reinforce oral testimony, so a wide 

assemblage of memoirs has been cross-examined to achieve greater consensus and reduce 

inaccuracies resulting from the fading of memory.22 Considering social constructivism, the external 

corrupting influence of cultural and social interaction upon people’s experience should be 

appreciated; such as overly-optimistic depictions of the home front in popular culture shaping 

                                                
17 Jose Harris, ‘War and Social History: Britain and the Home Front during the Second World War’, 
Contemporary European History 1:1 (1992), 20. 
18 Ibid. 
19 ‘Is your oral history legal and ethical?’, The Oral History Society https://www.ohs.org.uk/advice/ethical-and-
legal/ (Last accessed 13th April 2019). 
20 Hudson, interview. 
21 Barbara W. Sommer, & Mary Kay Quinlan, The Oral History Manual (Lanham, 2018), p. 84. 
22 Tim Kenyon, ‘Oral History and the Epistemology of Testimony’, Social Epistemology 30:1 (2016), 45. 
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collective memory.23 Whilst this must be acknowledged, Sonya Rose’s staunch advice to avoid 

non-contemporary accounts is flawed in that non-contemporary sources allow greater objectivity 

by escaping wartime pressures.24 

 

     This investigation will proceed chronologically, first outlining the pre-war nature of Canvey 

Island and attitudes to defence as a point of comparison. The next chapter will constitute the 

majority of discussion, examining defence’s largely-negative impacts over the Second World War, 

considering agricultural, residential, and tourist environments. The final chapter will contrast post-

war attitudes towards surviving fortifications against those of wartime, distinguishing between the 

immediate and longer-term aftermath. The extent to which wartime developments permanently 

defined communities will be considered. 

 

     Through the examination of source material in conjunction with contextual information, it is 

apparent that defensive works were highly intrusive to their adjacent communities and made a 

substantial impact upon infrastructure and human experience. Tourism and agriculture in south 

Essex was hindered by defence during wartime, although mostly recovered rapidly post-war. 

Despite hindrance, local populations stoically continued to function and co-exist alongside military 

activities despite danger and fear. Whilst in peacetime people were wary of defences, they became 

accepted as necessary measures during wartime and saw temporary reuse in its immediate 

aftermath. As communities recovered longer-term, defensive works began to be rejected owing to 

their increasing irrelevance. Regardless, defensive works often permanently influenced the area’s 

topography and infrastructure. 

 

                                                
23 Willans, ‘Debris and delight: children’s play during the second world war’, p. 38. 
24 Rose, Which People’s War?, pp. 25-26. 
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Prelude – The Pre-War Situation 

 

     Before considering the changes that wartime defence brought to the infrastructure of Canvey 

Island and neighboring Thameside communities, it is important to outline the pre-war nature of 

the area to contrast the extent of impact that militarisation made. Tourist brochures; such as 

Captivating Canvey first published in 1927, provide a valuable insight into the condition of interwar 

Canvey Island.25 It explains how the outbreak of the First World War ‘found Canvey very rural’.26 

However, it experienced gradual interwar growth, with its first bridge, motor road, and sewage and 

gas facilities constructed in the 1930s, although roads generally remained unmade.27 It witnessed 

no organised residential development until plotland bungalows emerged under Fielder Estates 

Ltd.28 This encouraged a tourist population from London which also visited the larger seaside town 

of Southend-on-Sea, whilst much of the island remained traditionally agricultural. A 1934 

wildfowling guide illustrates that ‘since the [Great] war, [Canvey] has been developed at one end 

into a trippers’ bungalow colony, a nest of huts, shacks… cheap dance halls, cinemas, and young 

men in flannels’.29 Canvey’s coastal identity was also partly defined by modest maritime activity at 

sail and houseboat yards and trade connections with the greater Thames via lighter, including hay 

exportation.30 However, a surviving 1928 sales catalogue of the ‘rich fatting marshes’ Spitty Estate 

to the Port of London Authority thwarted attempts to establish a deep-water wharf, which would 

have developed Canvey into a dockland community similar to those towards London.31 The area 

instead prevailed rurally, suitable for defence works.32 Whilst there was an oil storage plant at Hole 

Haven by the late 1930s, Canvey had escaped much of the industrialisation existing west at Shell 

Haven and the inner Thames.33 

 

     As well as considering the peacetime topography of the region, the presence of early defensive 

works should also be outlined. This section of the River Thames’ north bank witnessed little 

                                                
25 Fred McCave (ed.), Captivating Canvey: Authorised Guide of the Canvey Island Chamber of Trade, new 
edition (Canvey Island, 1948), 14. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Janet Penn, ‘The Fielder Estates: Canvey Island As An Ideal Residential Centre’, CanveyIsland.org 
http://www.canveyisland.org/page/canvey_island_as_an_ideal_residential_centre (Last accessed 10th April 
2019). 
29 J. Wentworth Day, The Modern Fowler, With a Guide to Some of the Principal Coastal Wildfowling Resorts 
of To-Day (London, 1934), p. 12. 
30 David Thorndike, interview conducted by Liam Heatherson, Canvey Island, 15th April 2019. 
31 Canvey Community Archive, ‘Freehold Marshlands, Part of the Spitty Estate Canvey Island’, land sales 
brochure (1928), found at http://www.canveyisland.org/page/the_deep_water_docks_schemes (Last accessed 
10th April 2019). 
32 Ibid. 
33 McCave (ed.), Captivating Canvey, 14. 
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military activity prior to the Second World War’s onset; with the closest considerable fortifications 

being at Shoeburyness and Coalhouse Point, far west and east respectively. On Canvey Island, 

there is mention of a Great-War anti-aircraft gun existing as well as an embryonic coastal battery 

at Deadman’s Point, although few sources survive detailing this which suggests they were 

temporary instalments of minimal impact.34 Similarly, anti-aircraft emplacements at Leigh-on-Sea, 

Benfleet, and Bowers Gifford receive only vague mention.35 The overall character of interwar 

Canvey Island and the adjacent mainland was of a relatively isolated pastoral agricultural region 

which had escaped major development, and was less-familiar with defences of the scale appearing 

in the forthcoming conflict. 

 

     Whilst little evidence pertaining to pre-war defence in the area is known, one valuable source 

survives which provides a crucial insight into popular interwar attitudes towards defensive works. 

This is a cartoon by Phil Blanchard for his Canvey Chronicle newspaper dated July the 14th, 1933.36 

The cartoon is a response to the construction of the Labworth café constructed that year, 

criticising its circular art deco form set into the seawall as having been built for the ‘speedy 

conversion into an excellent fortification’, alongside further fantastical imagery of the entire island 

being commandeered into a military base.37 Whilst Canvey’s coastal batteries did not begin 

construction until 1937 fifty-metres west of the café, Blanchard’s satirical cartoon of ‘Fort 

Furtherwyck’ uncannily foreshadows the island’s wartime militarisation.38 The café is depicted 

billeting troops with ordnance pointing from its windows. Whilst it could be argued that this 

cartoon represents only Blanchard’s personal views, its statement that ‘so many criticisms [have 

been] levelled at its design’ suggests these concerns towards defensive interests in the area were 

shared by its local audience.39 Furthermore, the source reflects a common awareness of coastal 

defences. Although it is unclear whether this stemmed from older fortifications or emerging 

interests, such governmental intrusion upon local infrastructure was not welcomed. The Canvey 

Chronicle was the island’s longest-running newspaper pre-war, so likely reflected popular opinion, 

and the fact it ceased publication due to wartime regulation suggests it bravely expressed anti-

establishment views.40 Arthur Marwick has highlighted how newspapers could receive heavy 

                                                
34 Kenn Porter & Stephen Wynn, Castle Point in the Great War (Barnsley, 2015), p. 105. 
35 Crowe, Southend and the Great War, p. 20. 
36 Phil Blanchard, The Canvey Chronicle, 14th Jul. 1933. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Janet Penn, ‘Canvey Chronical Cartoons 1933’, CanveyIsland.org 
http://www.canveyisland.org/page_id__453.aspx (Last accessed 10th April 2019). 
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penalties if they published sensitive material, under the Censorship Bureau’s eye.41 Whilst the fact 

this newspaper was published prior to this suggests it might divulge a truer insight into wartime 

attitudes towards defence, it must be remembered that civilians would have been far less 

appreciative of defensive security merits in peacetime. This source is useful in determining 

peacetime attitudes towards fortifications in order to understand their impact at the outbreak of 

war, because it reveals that locals were not prepared to co-exist alongside a military presence and 

experienced a firm level of security pre-war. 

 

  

                                                
41 Arthur Marwick, The Home Front: The British and the Second World War (London, 1976), pp. 9-10. 

Front page & cartoon by Phil Blanchard  
The Canvey Chronicle, 14th Jul. 1933. 
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Chapter 1 – Environmental Transformations and Civilian Reactions to Defence in 

Wartime 

 
     Now that the pre-war nature and infrastructure of the focal Thameside communities has been 

outlined, as well as populations’ attitudes to defensive development, the extent of the impact and 

intrusion that Second World War defences and their activities had can be ascertained. The 

relationship between home defence; serving national security, and local populations will be 

examined, considering the extent to which communities co-existed alongside defences within the 

circumstances of total war. In comparison to critical pre-war attitudes reflected in the Canvey 

Chronicle, evidence suggests that once invasion and air-raid threats were realised, locals deemed this 

defensive military presence to be necessary. They continued to function as ordinarily as possible 

alongside it, despite its significant impact upon their communities, infrastructure, and 

environment. Firstly, Canvey Island’s coastal and land defences’ impression upon the built 

environment and agricultural land will be considered. Next, the extent to which tourism into these 

seaside towns was hindered by defence will be investigated, before paying attention to residential 

areas and the impacts of anti-aircraft defence. Chris Pearson has briefly examined militarised 

landscapes on the home front, yet fails to mention defensive works despite acknowledging that 

‘more research is needed into the civilian experience and use of landscapes during wartime’.42 

Sources revealing both the spatial and emotional impacts of defensive works will be evaluated to 

explore this historiographic deficiency. 

 

     The most considerable defensive installations constructed upon Canvey Island was a pair of 

coastal batteries at Deadman’s Point and Scars Elbow; their impact will be examined first. The 

former housed two six-inch naval-gun casemates, and the latter wielded twin six-pounder guns 

and searchlights against torpedo boats, connecting a boom which controlled the Thames’ shipping 

access.43 These occupied an area of marshy farmland behind the seawall. Whilst Shoeburyness and 

Grain’s isolated batteries guarded the Thames’ mouth, Canvey’s batteries defended the 

intermediary estuary singlehandedly.44 The Defence (General) Regulations 1939 act enforced the 

                                                
42 Pearson, ‘Researching Militarized Landscapes’, 125. 
43 ‘Canvey Battery’, PastScape 
https://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=1429231&sort=4&search=all&criteria=canvey&rational=q&re
cordsperpage=10 (Last accessed 13th April 2019)., 
‘Scars Elbow Battery’, PastScape 
https://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=1423396&sort=4&search=all&criteria=canvey&rational=q&re
cordsperpage=10 (Last accessed 13th April 2019). 
44 ‘Neighboring Forts’, map contextualising Deadman’s Point Battery within Thames Estuary’s other coastal 
defence batteries, Fort Record Book: Deadman’s Point Battery WO 192/190 (1938-55), The National Archives, 
Kew, part 1 section A3. 
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need to requisition land for military works, under the Ministry of Works emerging to this end.45 A 

surviving 1941 map depicting the requisitioning of farmland by the War Department demonstrates 

the geographic extent of this militarisation.46 Except for incorporating Deadman’s Point battery 

highlighted in red; completed in 1939, this expansion does not appear to have covered any pre-

existing developments. However, whilst Scar House farmhouse and the Hotel Kynoch appear 

purposefully avoided by the requisitioning, they are constricted by the land designated for 

encroaching defences.47 Furthermore, whilst the land in yellow was requisitioned by compensating 

the landowner, land in blue was seized outright.48 This demonstrates that whilst these defences did 

not warrant any pre-existing infrastructure’s demolition, they did forcibly consume vast agricultural 

land possessed by the Port of London Authority and the Gas Light & Coke Company, revealing 

the pronounced degree of governmental imposition upon this environment. Whilst the 

government contrarily sought to boost national farmland for food production via the National 

Farm Survey, it is probable that officials valued this land more for its strategic defensive position.49 

 

                                                
45 ‘Land and property requisitioned for war in the 20th century’, The National Archives 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/land-requisitioned-war/ (Last 
accessed 12th April 2019). 
46 Canvey Community Archive, ‘War Department Requisitioning of Land Map’ (1941), found at 
http://www.canveyisland.org/page/war_department_requisitioning_of_land_map (Last accessed 12th April 
2019). 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid. 
49 ‘National Farm Survey of England & Wales 1941-43’, The National Archives 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/national-farm-survey-england-
wales-1941-1943/ (Last accessed 13th April 2019). 

War Department land requisitioning map of Scars Elbow & Deadman’s Point (1941) 
Canvey Community Archive 
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     Deadman’s Point Battery, also referred to as Canvey Fort, was constructed by London-

company Messrs Edwards in March 1937, with its breach-loading guns installed in January 1938 

in advance of war.50 Its fort record handbook at the National Archives provides an official insight 

into the construction process, revealing its level of intrusion. Whilst it asserts ‘roads from the 

mainland right up till battery are good’, most of Canvey’s roadways were unmade and its 

infrastructure still had to be dramatically altered to facilitate construction.51 This included the 

drainage of the swampy marshland to the rear of the guns and installation of concrete drains to 

allow pathway access to be lain, levelling of the site, and the strengthening of the rudimentary 

earthen seawall with piling.52 A 1938 War Office road-planning letter to the estate owner strictly 

asserts ‘the road is not for public use’, emphasising that this development served government and 

not local interests.53 To connect the site to Benfleet railway station on the mainland; where the 

materials arrived, both plank roadways and a narrow-gauge railway had to be lain. It is even 

suggested that personnel could arrive onsite by expropriating a nearby oil-wharf jetty.54 Aerial 

photographs included in the fort book depict the newly-constructed battery within its 

surroundings, emerging out of partially-flooded farmland cut through by a large road to provide 

access.55 An official gun-shift account describes the guns being parbuckled up seawall ramps and 

roadways, but lacks insight into personal experience.56  

 

     Whilst the War Department plans and fort record book provide an overview of the Deadman’s 

Point works from a top-down perspective; with local infrastructure exploited by whatever means 

necessary, memoirs enable the opinions of locals towards the battery to be ascertained. William 

Gower’s contribution to the BBC People’s War archive conveys the striking scale of the battery 

and its construction works, recalled from his time working as train driver on the temporary railway. 

He describes it as a ‘massive construction’, having to ‘haul ballast and building materials’ along the 

track spanning ‘right through Thorney Bay nearly to the tank farm, over field and dykes’.57 Such 

                                                
50 ‘History of the Fort’, Fort Record Book: Deadman’s Point Battery WO 192/190 (1938-55), The National 
Archives, Kew, part 2 section A1. 
51 Ibid., part 1 section D6. 
52 Ibid., 
53 War Office to E.E.O. Lawrence, Esq., 23rd March 1938, ‘Access Road, W.D. Battery, Canvey Island’, 
Heritage Centre, Canvey Island. 
54 Ibid., part 2 section A1. 
55 Aerial photographs of site 1939-43, Fort Record Book: Deadman’s Point Battery, The National Archives, 
Kew, cover sleeve. 
56 ‘Diary of a Gun Shift’, Fort Record Book: Deadman’s Point Battery, The National Archives, Kew, part 2 
section D3. 
57 BBC People’s War archive, ‘Canvey Island – Early War Memories’, memoir by William Gower (2005), 
found at http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/35/a3762335.shtml (Last accessed 23rd Febraury 
2019). 
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defensive construction projects did benefit the community by providing work, but only 

temporarily. Stan Thackeray recalls to the Canvey Community Archive clearing rudimentary 

plotland encampments from the site as a young boy, disposing of food from the stores, to make 

way for the military.58 Despite describing the fort as being ‘heavily guarded’, his memoir displays 

astute awareness of its activities and strategic role.59 However, it should be considered that this 

may have derived from subsequent knowledge, such as the archive’s other articles, considering his 

memories are from childhood. Local Jan Guzzan’s memoir repeatedly mentions ‘Fort Road’, 

further suggesting public familiarity with the battery.60 Stan’s recollections of being allowed to ride 

the railway bogie suggest that the fort’s construction activities were not secret or entirely separate 

from the public.61 Overall, Stan’s memoir projects carefree intrigue towards the fort, although this 

may have been influenced by being too young to understand its serious repercussions, or 

retrospective optimistically-nostalgic views of the home front which Calder warns of.62 Gerald 

Hudson who lived at the Parkway close to Deadman’s Point recalls that ‘my reaction at seeing the 

huge gun barrels protruding from the fort [circa 1938]… was amazement shared by the other 

kids… a very ominous sight for us’, more-critically reflecting how the emplacement became a 

dramatic landmark of conflicted opinion within the landscape.63 Despite this, Charlie Ford’s 

childhood memoirs of the late-war describe hearing the ‘guns on the sea wall firing… [as] no big 

deal’.64 David Thorndike’s oral history describes that whilst the entire region of Deadman’s Point 

and Scars Elbow was barbed-wired off, separate from the public eye during the invasion threat, 

once this had passed ‘it was more relaxed’ by 1943 with children entering via holes in the fence.65 

Whilst the battery’s location was relatively-isolated, its intrusive activities were still well-within 

earshot of the locals, and it required the dramatic modification of the adjacent landscape and 

infrastructure to facilitate it. Despite this, the public seemed to be relatively involved with and co-

existed alongside the fort and its construction except for heightened security during the invasion 

threat. This more-positive attitude towards defence compared to peacetime suggests that national 
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security became a public concern towards the Second World War’s onset. This change in attitude 

is evident in Hudson’s statement that ‘we were at war, therefore… we seemed okay with the 

presence of military… with talk of an invasion [becoming] very worrisome’, despite subsequent 

relaxation.66 Coastal defences became accepted as necessary during and approaching wartime. 

 

     As well as these sea-defence batteries, a War Office record of the Thames’ fortifications reveals 

the extent of Canvey Island’s conversion into an informal fortress, marking the General 

Headquarters anti-invasion stop-line’s southernmost point; spanning eastern England.67 The 

document contains a roster of the numerous machine-gun emplacements and pillboxes, spanning 

every section of the island’s seawall, including a minefield control tower at Hole Haven.68 These 

would have been manned by locals from Canvey and South Benfleet, conscripted into the Home 

Guard’s “A” Company, 1st Essex Battalion.69 A Royal Observer Corps observation post at Leigh 

Beck would similarly have been manned by local volunteers. Unlike Canvey’s batteries manned by 

external personnel, these duties provided temporary occupation for male members of the 

community, personally involving them in defence even if this was voluntary. 

 

     As well as hardened fortifications, temporary defences were constructed across Canvey and the 

surrounding mainland. The majority of land at Canvey and Bowers Gifford; north-west, consisted 

of farmed marshland which was suitable an airborne invasion landing. Therefore, dug anti-glider 

ditches and light anti-aircraft batteries; often consisting of sandbagged Lewis or Bofors gun 

emplacements, were erected as a counter-measure.70 Whilst these enabled agricultural activities to 

continue around them, they were intrusive. Contemporary aerial photography provides an insight 

into these otherwise-undocumented works and their relationship with their surroundings. Notably, 

the Britain from Above project was established recently in 2010 and has made Aerofilms Ltd 

photography; depicting vast all-seeing views of the twentieth-century landscape, widely accessible 

online in high detail.71 Fortunately, Canvey has received extensive coverage. Two light anti-aircraft 

batteries are visible in the fields behind Scar House farm in 1949, also appearing in 1939 to 1941 

aerial photography within Canvey Fort’s record book.72 Distinctive criss-cross anti-glider ditches 
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are visible, freshly-dug in 1941 and in 1949.73 Whilst post-war photography is not contemporary, 

it is still useful for revealing the extent of these now-demolished wartime works. Raymond Jacobs’ 

BBC People’s War childhood memoir describes the ditch-making process, and whilst he refers to 

works at Sutton Hoo in Suffolk, his description of excavator machines ‘throwing up even-sized 

mounds of earth either side of the ditch’ enables those in the Essex aerial photography to be 

identified by these heap patterns.74 A 1946 RAF aerial photograph depicts further ditches on Pitsea 

marsh to the north-west.75 The defensive ditches, also suggested to impede tanks, were around 

four-foot deep with three-foot mounds, and their considerable scale and extensiveness across the 

Thameside marshes reveals their pronounced level of intrusion upon agriculture and the landscape, 

both via their construction and reducing quadrisected farmland.76 Whilst these surviving sources 

only enable the physical environmental impact of these works to be established, the demolition of 

Scar House farmhouse between the 1941 and 1949 photographs; flanked by ditched fields, light 

anti-aircraft batteries, and Scars Elbow battery, suggests that the farm may have foundered as a 

result of its wartime constriction by defence.77 David Thorndike recalls Scars Elbow being a ‘no 

go area’, so these works likely usurped farmland, made access and activities difficult, and frightened 

livestock.78 The lack of late-war imagery makes it unclear whether this agricultural demise occurred 

during or immediately after wartime, yet was potentially a direct result of the defences.  

                                                
73 ‘Gas Holder Station and the southern shore of the island, Canvey Island’ EAW026912, Britain from Above 
aerial photograph (1949), found at https://www.britainfromabove.org.uk/en/image/EAW026912#2017669 (Last 
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     Now that the extent of defence’s agricultural impact has been examined, those upon tourist 

environments will be considered next; both definitive aspects of these coastal Thameside 

communities’ identities. Angus Calder describes that whilst East Anglia witnessed an influx of 

urban migrants and evacuees during wartime; particularly the Blitz, Southend’s population fell by 

over half.79 This demonstrates both a wartime lapse of interest in seaside centres’ appeal, and 

migration away from England’s southern and eastern coastline threatened by invasion.80 David 

Thorndike, who was exceptionally evacuated from urban Croydon to relatives on Canvey in 1940, 

describes the superior sense of safety he experienced.81 However, many of Thameside Essex’s 

existing non-urban locals likely found living in the Luftwaffe’s flight path too disconcerting despite 

its defensibility. Canvey and Southend-on-Sea’s pre-war seafront tourists would have consisted of 

pleasure-seeking locals as well as outsiders primarily from London. As well as these population 

changes and the depressing circumstances of war hindering leisure pursuits altogether, the 
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requirements of coastal defence and travel restrictions also impacted tourist infrastructure and 

economies. 

           

    Primary sources reveal a clash between tourism and defence during wartime; both occupying 

the same coastal environments. Canvey Island’s seafront esplanade was separated from the 

batteries at Scars Elbow and Deadman’s Point by Deadman’s Bay, although it did not escape 

defensive alteration entirely. A wartime photograph of Canvey casino features the attraction; 

considerably larger than nearby structures, painted in camouflage pattern.82 Originally being white, 

its redecoration was designed to prevent it from being used as a landmark by the enemy.83 The 

photograph is undated; owing to the obscure nature of much material in local amateur collections, 

although it is known that the casino was painted and closed early in the war.84 The alteration of 

this major tourist attraction reflects the priority defence took over tourism during wartime and its 

extent of intrusion upon existing infrastructure. However, the fact it was painted by locals suggests 

this was a welcomed compromise for security within the interests of residents.85 Some tourist 

establishments; such as the Ozonia hotel opening only three years before outbreak, faltered under 

defensive travel restrictions.86 By contrast, the Monico seafront public house, the Haystack, and 
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Kynoch club maintained business throughout wartime, becoming a popular haunt for Canadian 

and American troops; many stationed at the nearby anti-aircraft batteries such as Northwick.87 

Gerald Hudson recalls that whilst children gladly received gum and sweets from the allied forces 

and that ‘most islanders were glad… they were there to help us’, their influx also had negative 

repercussions, causing domestic problems with affairs between locals and foreign troops 

frequenting these establishments.88 Social historian Sonya Rose argues that because these aliens 

became ‘the objects of women’s desires’ in contemporary culture, the national impact of this was 

exaggerated.89 However, the mention and inference of such domestic repercussions in the 

recollections of several Canvey Islanders suggests that extramarital relations did genuinely affect 

these communities, especially when considering their awareness of these repercussions even as 

children.90 Whilst not every impact of wartime defence upon local establishments was detrimental, 

there were negative economic and social consequences. 

 

     Whilst Canvey’s beach environments were left largely unaltered, film footage by local removals 

businessman Allan Claxton records a work party filling sandbags for fortification on the beach 

alongside bathers.91 Whilst Robert Murphy warns of the Ministry of Information’s bias over 

wartime cinema-film sources portraying the war effort, the amateur nature of Claxton’s footage 

intended for a personal audience suggests this was not staged as propaganda and provides a 

genuine insight into the intrusive relationship between wartime defence and the existing tourist 

landscape.92 Dagenham resident Hubert Joseph Vale’s BBC People’s War contribution describes 

Canvey’s sudden militarisation whilst on annual holiday in summer 1939, being met with a ‘rude 

awakening’ as ‘perspiring Tommies and swimsuited holidaymakers, filling sandbags and loading 

them into lorries’, supporting the legitimacy of Claxton’s footage.93 
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     Due to Canvey’s substantial seawall emplacements, it’s beaches remained open and relatively 

unchanged in wartime.94 However, Southend’s beaches were dramatically altered by coastal 

defences after it was closed to the public for Admiralty operations. Southend’s pleasure pier was 

requisitioned, becoming HMS Leigh in 1939 with the surrounding beaches designated HMS 

Westcliff.95 A 1946 Britain from Above aerial photograph reveals both an observation blockhouse 

at the end of a gasworks jetty, and an array of anti-tank blocks across Eastern Esplanade.96 Whilst 

only two of these survive today, 1,804 of these dramatic concrete cubes were originally installed 

alongside admiralty scaffolding, barbed wire, and roadblocks preventing vehicular access.97 One 

surviving esplanade pillbox is disguised behind a Victorian brick wall, although this appears to be 

an exceptional effort to adapt coastal defences into existing infrastructure.98 No fewer than four 

memoirs from the People’s War archive by locals who grew up in wartime Southend recall seeing 

the beach cordoned-off with 

barbed wire and obstacles, 

indicating the dramatic 

impression this must have made 

upon both local people and the 

environment.99 One particularly 

vivid memoir by Stratford day-

tripper Len Smith demonstrates 

that whilst locals continued to 

visit Southend during wartime 

after the invasion scare had 
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passed, defensive systems made this difficult and entirely transformed such resorts. His 1943 visit 

witnessed the ‘drab wartime façade of Ghost Town-on-Sea’, with the beach being ‘quiet and 

desolate, and the shops, kiosks and beach cafes… closed and shuttered’, conveying the punishing 

impact of defence upon tourism.100 He describes the foreshore being ‘lined with large wedge-

shaped concrete… surmounted by coiled barbed wire, making access to the beach impossible’, 

with a swimming pool at Chalkwell drained and obscured, contrasted against his jovial pre-war 

memories of the resort.101 Evidently, the immediate impact of defence upon Southend-on-Sea’s 

tourist environment and economy was severe and left a bleak impression upon visitors. 

 

     In addition to the transformation of Canvey Island and Southend’s seaside environments by 

defensive measures during wartime, their public transport connections were also severely hindered; 

particularly during the early-war invasion threat. The London-Southend railway, running along the 

coastline and serving Canvey via Benfleet, was still used by commuters during wartime but held a 

carriage mounting a moveable artillery gun for coastal defence which likely disrupted services.102 

With invasion imminent in 1940, extensive roadblocks emerged across England to practical 

detriment in order to slow a mechanized invasion force.103 Len Smith describes a series of military 

checkpoints closing road access along the primary A13, A127, and A129 roads into coastal south-

east Essex to all but residents, preventing him from visiting.104 Furthermore, Hubert Joseph Vale’s 

holiday account describes returning to Dagenham from Canvey, having to ‘pull up for a huge 

Army convoy to pass by’ carrying anti-aircraft guns and lorries marked ‘Air Defence of Great 

Britain’.105 This demonstrates the significant disruption that defence inflicted upon tourism and 

access to these Thameside communities. Overall, wartime defence made a considerable and 

largely-detrimental impact upon Canvey and Southend’s seaside environments and their tourist 

infrastructure and economies. 

 

     Whilst tourism defined these Estuarine communities and their infrastructures, this should not 

distract from the impact of defensive installations and operations upon the region’s residential 

environments. Whilst Canvey’s coastal batteries were situated away from the island’s residential 

and tourist centres, its heavy anti-aircraft battery at Little Gypps; TN7 Furtherwick, was situated 
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close to housing.106 Even its more-isolated second battery; TN8 Northwick, and TN9 Hadleigh on 

the mainland added to the overall noise and disruption that air defence created; primarily at night 

during the Blitz.107 In addition to gun-fire and returning shrapnel, enemy munitions landing in the 

area also had a substantial impact. Whilst the Thames Estuary served as a flight path for Luftwaffe 

air-raids to London’s docks, Estuarine civilian communities were not directly targeted.108 However, 

returning pilots would unload spare ordnance to reduce weight, landing on places like Canvey 

Island, and it is possible that the presence of anti-aircraft batteries in the area encouraged this 

hostile negligence.109 The Luftwaffe targeted nearby oil facilities in summer 1940, leading Stanford-

le-Hope resident Joyce Wiltcher to name this defensible region as ‘hellfire corner’.110 A 1940 

Luftwaffe map marks coastal defence batteries at Canvey and Shoeburyness as known defensive 

sites so these may have been targeted.111 With defensive and industrial positions nearby, it is not 

surprising that residential areas suffered enemy and falling allied munitions almost equally. 

Retrospective accounts and contemporary fire-damage reports reveal the impact of local anti-

aircraft defences upon residential environments. 

 

     Oral histories and written memoirs reveal the impact of both enemy bombing; potentially 

encouraged by the presence of nearby defences, and anti-aircraft fire on the domestic life of 

Canvey Island’s communities. With the emergence of online archives and increased 

encouragement for wartime generations to share their memories post-millennium, most of these 

contributors were children during wartime. Becky Willans has examined the experience of 

childhood play during the war, noting the danger infants were exposed to but also the resilience 

and creativity they learnt by playing with found objects; potentially allowing them to escape their 

circumstances.112 Hudson’s interview describes children going into the fields on mornings 

following air-raids to collect ‘inevitable’ fallen shrapnel from bursting and unexploded anti-aircraft 
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ordnance.113 Stan Thackeray’s memoir correlates these activities, elaborating that there was even a 

school salvage collection competition for house-points.114 This suggests that children experienced 

a joviality towards anti-aircraft shrapnel. The lack of memoirs provided by older generations during 

wartime likely arises from both a lack of incentive to share memories and emotional sensitivity 

existing when these memories survived within living history in the late-twentieth century. 

However, the existing accounts of generations in their infancy during wartime do enable some 

personal insight into adult experience. David Thorndike recalls discovering spent incendiary 

bombs and munitions on the marshes with his friends and giving them to their elders to hang 

outside their homes as flowerpots.115 This showcases how adults as well as children exhibited 

nonchalant attitudes towards bombardment, although they may have adopted this stoic make-do 

attitude to cope with wartime circumstances. Willans asserts that despite the perils of wartime, 

‘childhoods were often happy’.116 However, she also explains that air-raids had a particularly 

traumatic effect on children.117 Hudson describes the more-serious effects of nearby anti-aircraft 

batteries firing during air-raids, explaining ‘the sound was horrendous but our mother tried to 

cover our ears as we [all] stood shaking… shrapnel could be heard clinking on our roofs and 

roadways’.118 In addition to revealing the inherent 

danger that friendly shrapnel posed to civilians, 

this alludes to the emotional pressures that 

mothers faced having to raise their children in a 

militarised defensive environment, even through a 

child’s eyes who may not have understood the full 

extent of this. In a sketch of Gerald’s home at 118 

The Parkway, he even marks the spot ‘where we 

spent air-raids’, emphasising the significant 

impression gun fire made upon his total memories 

of living there.119 Although recovered shrapnel was 

a source of delight for children, anti-aircraft fire 

still had a severe impact upon residents. Whilst it 

is evident that this left a lasting emotional 
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impression upon Hudson, he does describe it as being a ‘necessary deterrent’.120 Whilst recent 

literature such as Angus Calder’s Myth of the Blitz has criticised traditional overly-optimistic ‘stiff 

upper lip’ views of home-front life, Hudson’s memoir alongside the other first-hand sources do 

suggest that civilians stoically accepted the negative repercussions of defence in the interests of 

their security, suggesting a unity between governmental and local priorities.121 

 

     In addition to examining the emotional impact of living in proximity to anti-aircraft defence 

upon Canvey Island’s residents, impacts upon infrastructure should also be considered. Air-raid 

reports from the Essex Fire Service’s Brentwood Division, surviving at Canvey’s Bay Museum, 

catalogue the physical extent of the destruction caused by falling shrapnel and fire drawn by the 

island’s defensive emplacements.122 Of this information spanning south-east Essex, entries 

pertaining only to the neighboring towns of Canvey, South Benfleet, Thundersley and Hadleigh 

were selected in proximity to Canvey and Hadleigh’s anti-aircraft defences to determine their 

effect. Of these two-hundred entries including enemy ordnance, fifty entries describe landed 

friendly anti-aircraft ordnance.123 Considering that this constitutes a quarter of all entries, the 

impact of local anti-aircraft operations appears substantial. These were converted into quantitative 

data displayed using a line graph to identify broad patterns, although the report descriptions were 

still referenced for qualitative details. Of all four areas, twenty incidences occurred on Canvey; the 

highest of all, suggesting a direct correlation between the presence of two heavy anti-aircraft 

batteries and returning munitions. Whilst human casualties are rare; likely due to sufficient shelter, 

direct and indirect structural damage to houses including roofs and rafters, as well as gardens and 

roads appear frequently and consistently between 1940 and 1944. One window in Thundersley 

was shattered by the concussion of distant gun fire on January the 1st, 1940, demonstrating the far-

reaching impact of defensive fire.124 The spike in Hadleigh and Thundersley’s incidents over 1944 

could correlate to the addition of four 5.25-inch guns to Hadleigh’s battery that year.125 In addition 

to falling anti-aircraft ordnance, the reports include specific reference to enemy high-explosives 

landing close to Canvey’s anti-aircraft and coastal batteries. Totaling eighteen entries, they suggest 

that defensive installations may have attracted bombing from the Luftwaffe.126 This supports local 
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historians’ hypotheses that Canvey was targeted.127 Eight instances are recorded near Scars Elbow 

battery, confirmed by an Urban District Council map marking the defensive site as an area of 

major bomb damage.128 Such bombardment may have contributed to the aforementioned demise 

of Scar House Farm. Similarly, four entries reference munitions landing near Northwick battery. 

Northwick farmhouse fell down during wartime, potentially resulting from concussion or fire 

drawn by the battery.129 Hudson explains ‘the population on Canvey dropped considerably 

[following] the break-out of war’, suggesting that the disruption and destruction drove residents 

away.130 The Essex Fire Service reports suggest that local anti-aircraft defences substantially 

damaged infrastructure and threatened civilians across the war, and that these batteries may have 

drawn additional enemy fire. 

 
 

     In addition to anti-aircraft batteries, other defences impacted Canvey Island’s residential 

environment. Oral testimonies by both David Thorndike and mainland-resident Peter Basham 

expound the striking sight of barrage balloons anchored throughout the area.131 Gerald Hudson 

describes the dramatic sight of his street near the seafront; The Parkway, being lined with ‘barbed 

wire the full length and on both sides… with openings for each residence’.132 Such roadblocks 
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were erected in summer 1940 as part of Edmund Ironside’s initial anti-invasion measures.133 Allan 

Claxton’s contemporary amateur film of Canvey life depicts civic buildings being reinforced 

against blast or fire, including huge sandbagged walls being erected around the island’s council 

offices and police station.134 The film’s inclusion of a section showcasing Canvey’s historic 

buildings, as well as footage of the Claxton family’s daily life, suggests that it was recorded with a 

documentative intention, capturing a snapshot of the island.135 Therefore, it can be trusted that the 

depictions of civic wartime fortifications are portrayed accurately, rather than being exaggerated 

for the film. A 1989 recollection by Mrs J. Brazier for the local press describes Devonshire troops; 

possibly stationed at Canvey’s batteries, being invited in by her father.136 The family’s bungalow 

would be temporarily converted into a club for locals, soldiers, and even a policemen to play games 

and piano.137 In addition to this positive reflection, David Thorndike asserts that he experienced a 

definite sense of safety considering ‘you always had military around’.138 Whilst defence was 

intrusive upon the residential environment of Canvey, this sometimes provided comfort and 

security to locals. 

 

     In summary, Canvey Island’s communities, infrastructure, and environment, as well as those of 

other Estuarine towns on the Essex mainland, were dramatically impacted by defensive 

installations and their operations during the Second World War. Not only were they profoundly 

intrusive upon the physical environment, they also affected children and adults’ lives and 

experiences. Despite this, people continued to function around defences and accepted them as 

necessary for security within wartime circumstances; in contrast to objection pre-war. The 

requisitioning of land and construction of coastal and anti-invasion defences transformed areas of 

Canvey’s traditional agricultural landscape. The sight and sound of coastal and anti-aircraft 

batteries left a considerable impression upon locals. Whilst children displayed a notable fascination 

towards these activities, fear and danger posed by anti-aircraft shock and shrapnel was experienced 

by civilians of all ages in addition to the considerable physical damage this caused to residences 

and infrastructure. The tourist environment and economy of Canvey Island and Southend-on-Sea 

was affected by defence and travel restrictions in these coastal areas, with the latter town being 
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suffocated altogether. Restrictions to public access were severe during the early-war invasion 

threat, but became relaxed subsequently after 1942. Other defensive impacts prevailed across the 

period. The presence of foreign troops working at local batteries had both positive and negative 

impacts on social relations. Overall, whilst defence did bring some benefits to the communities of 

the Thames Estuary, evidence suggests that this was far-outweighed by its serious inflictions. 
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Chapter 2 – Recycling and Rejection: Defensive Works in Post-War Environments 

 

     Now that the immediate impacts that defensive works and their activities had upon 

communities, infrastructure, and environments in the Thames Estuary have been ascertained, 

sources will next be utilised to contrast attitudes towards Second World War defences in peacetime 

post-war, and reveal the extent to which these impacts were lasting. Distinction between the short-

term; 1945 to 1955, as well as the longer-term will be made to establish if these impacts changed 

as war became increasingly distant. Local Cold War installations; such as Canvey’s Royal Observer 

Corps bunker and degaussing station, and operations rooms at Hadleigh and Vange’s anti-aircraft 

batteries, will not be examined because their low-profile precautionary operations had little 

surrounding impact. Most military sites were decommissioned after wartime and were reverted to 

their original environments, despite little effort to demolish them. Whilst accepting wartime 

attitudes towards defences continued into the post-war period, these remnants of darker times 

were increasingly rejected as the nation began to recover into the 1960s. Mike Osborne and Chris 

Pearson note that only recently have such structures began to be valued again.139 Regardless, the 

defensive transformations that Canvey Island underwent during wartime largely defined its 

topography and infrastructure permanently; particularly tourism. 

 

     In wartime’s short-term aftermath, it is surprising that tourism rapidly flourished at the sites of 

both Canvey and Southend-on-Sea’s coastal defences amongst their brutal remnants. Deadman’s 

Point battery was repurposed around 1950 as an unlikely holiday camp by local developer Colonel 

Fielder.140 He expressed his intention for the resort to rival Southend to the Chelmsford Chronicle 

newspaper in 1949.141 Whilst the gun emplacements and observation tower still dominated the 

seawall, the battery’s encampment behind was converted into holiday homes. A 1950s’ advert 

boasts the holiday camp as the ‘most modern… in south-east England’, avoiding playing upon its 

retrospective wartime purpose.142 Despite this, its original function would have been impossible to 

hide in the concrete battery’s looming shadow. Rather than trying to hide this, it appears that its 

history was accepted without special attention. Aerial photographs document the expansion of the 

holiday camp into the military camp perimeter. They remain separate in a 1953 Britain from Above 
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image, but caravans appear interspersed amongst the encampment buildings repurposed for 

accommodation in a later 1950s’ image from the Bay Museum.143 A contemporary postcard of the 

camp features curved ‘chalet’ holiday homes; potentially recycled Nissen huts disappearing from 

their original positions in the aerial photographs.144 Numerous public comments on the Canvey 

Archive recall the holiday camp, frequently mentioning playing in the ruined emplacements as 

children. John Dawkins vividly recounts ‘in the late 1950s, we used to climb to the top… [and] 

down the ammunition hoist’.145 These evidently became an unofficial attraction at the camp, with 

children displaying a similar fascination towards these remnants as they did to defensive activities 

during wartime. These sources reveal that Deadman’s Point battery’s structures became integrated 

into the post-war holiday camp, with civilians spending their leisure time unphased by these 

reminders of war. In one instance, Deadman’s battery again served the community’s security 

during the 1953 North Sea Floods which devastated the area. Islander Peter Watkin’s childhood 

memoir recalls ‘loud bangs from the army base [guns firing] in order to wake everyone up’.146  
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     Whilst Thorney Bay Beach Camp was an economic boon, some of Canvey’s existing 

establishments never recovered from wartime defensive restrictions, resulting in the island’s centre 

of tourism shifting west towards the batteries. The Ozonia hotel, built in 1936, was used for post-

war housing, eventually becoming derelict before demolition in the 1960s.147 Whilst David 

Thorndike differs to argue that the hotel was too extravagant for local demand, islander Keith 

McQueen provides a closer more-credible insight having personally experienced the hotel’s demise 

whilst his grandparents were caretakers.148 He summarises to the Canvey Community Archive that 

‘government restrictions of travel to coastal areas due to invasion preparations… had a negative 

impact on the Ozonia’, highlighting this relationship between defence and tourism.149 

 

     Despite some lasting negative impacts, the emergence of Canvey’s popular holiday camp 

indicates that tourism generally did recover post-war. Likewise, Southend’s vibrant tourist 

economy resumed after victory around remaining fortifications, revealed through aerial and family 

photographs. The pier was swiftly derequisitioned in 1945, and its trains carried 2.75 million 

passengers the following year.150 Britain from Above photographs of the pier and adjacent beaches 

in 1946 and 1949 show tourists flocking the area, with no sign of beach defences remaining. 

Another aerial 1946 photograph of the eastern esplanade depicts tourists basking around a row of 

anti-tank blocks; presumably others were already removed to restore the seafronts’ aesthetic.151 A 

holiday photograph shared in a nostalgic Facebook community group; a way in which recent 

technology has encouraged individuals to accessibly share otherwise-unpublicised local-historical 

material, portrays a family happily relaxing on Southend’s beach with the anti-tank blocks 

dominating the background.152 Whilst photographs in personal collections such as this can be 

undated, limiting their contextual precision, its subject matter suggests it was taken shortly post-

war. It reflects how tourists were unconcerned by residual wartime defences in their leisurely 

surroundings, even framing them in the nonchalant shot with intention. These sources reveal that 

civilians were mostly accepting of fortifications remaining in the short-term post-war environment. 
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     With Deadman’s Point barracks being repurposed as holiday homes, Canvey’s heavy anti-

aircraft battery camps also witnessed a post-war life. James Hinton’s literature examining squatting 

in post-war Britain explains that over ‘45,000 people took over empty military camps’ nationwide 

in summer 1946, eventually dispersing into surrounding communities.153 This is reflected within 

the microhistorical focus. David Thorndike observes that Canvey’s military accommodation was 

reused regardless of its contrasting heritage because cheap accommodation was highly appealing; 

‘people were enterprising’ with frugal and resourceful attitudes.154 A biographical account by Terry 
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Garrett describes brothers Michael and David Cain being born in Little Gypps’ anti-aircraft battery 

barracks in 1946 and 1949 respectively.155 Garrett explains that ‘when Canadian soldiers left at the 

end of the war the various buildings… were simply left’, providing an ‘obvious opportunity’ for 

families from London’s East End to squat there.156 This eventually became a formalized 

arrangement under the Settlers’ Association before eventual rehousing nearby in the 1950s, with 

partitions put inside the spacious sheds and the emplacements rigged as a ‘natural playground’ for 

the boys.157 Not only were wartime defences accepted and valued as temporary solutions to post-

war housing shortages, but they also influenced migration into the area. East-Enders constituted 

a significant portion of the community’s post-war social topography, also settling on Canvey after 

holiday-making at Thorney Bay camp.158 East of Southend at Great Wakering, a similar situation 

emerged where a 3.7-inch Diver battery’s extant Nissen huts housed German prisoners of war 

who moved out into the area before becoming a temporary community for locals post-war, 

including a converted cinema.159 Margaret Ewen’s family photographs of the hutment circa 1951 

depict her family living contentedly, standing proudly outside their redecorated huts complete with 
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flower pots and curtains.160 Only the approaching track and a ditch crossing survive today, but 

help to locate the site as an extension of the main village.161 These sources suggest that formerly-

defensive accommodation was regarded as a civilian asset following wartime rather than being 

rejected.  

 

     As well as defensive encampments being reused for tourism and housing, the fate of other local 

militarised land in the decade after victory should be considered. Temporary defences including 

the light anti-aircraft batteries and anti-glider ditches north of Scar House farm were easily 

rectified; these earthworks left little environmental footprint. Britain from Above’s 1952 and 1953 

photographs show the ditches grassed-over with haymaking and cattle-grazing thriving in these 

fields.162 Whilst Scar House’s farm complex appears demolished by 1949, likely due to 

aforementioned restrictive wartime operations, the surrounding farmland did recover its 

agricultural role.163 However, the land at Scars Elbow battery appears too-heavily altered by the 

substantial defences to be reverted to farmland, appearing disused in 1953.164 Likewise, even with 

Deadman’s Point camp being repurposed into Thorney Bay resort, the abandonment of the battery 

structures themselves demonstrates that these installations permanently altered the landscape. 

 

     Whilst in war’s short-term aftermath, locals and tourists accepted defences surviving in the 

landscape and were content having them amongst their residential and holiday environments, 

sources suggest that attitudes soured into the 1960s as their relevance faded. It is possible that 

people were initially accustomed to defence and still appreciated the security they once provided, 

yet as war became distant these remains became harsh reminders of an emotionally-sensitive 

period once the nation recovered with renewed optimism. Mike Osborne argues that prior to 

recent interest in the historical value of twentieth-century fortifications, these structures were often 

‘perceived as an eyesore’.165 He acknowledges that public safety and seaside tourist economies 

encouraged demolition.166 Photographs from 1969 depict Colonel Fielder pointing to Deadman’s 
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Point battery.167 Whilst one shot shows him pointing to a plaque marking its construction, the fact 

it was demolished immediately after suggest Fielder was more concerned about its aesthetic 

detriment to his holiday camp.168 A 1963 North Thames Gas Board document provides a valuable 

insight into the official discussion leading to the demolition of Scars Elbow seawall battery.169 It 

records the Gas Board; which owned the land, asking the Ministry of Power to remove the 

fortifications under pressure from Canvey Island Urban District Council.170 After contentious 

debate, the memorandum concludes that on the grounds of public safety, compensation will be 

paid to the landowner to remove the works despite lacking evidence for ‘public interest’ in their 

removal.171 The Requisitioned Land & War Works Act of 1945; evolving from the 1939 

Compensation of Defence Act, financially protected landowners from damage and disruption 

caused by emergency wartime construction and requisitioning, but only if land was required for 

development or public interest.172 The Gas Board eventually concludes ‘there is no doubt that 

these forts are a continuing danger to the public because our unhappy experience is that as soon 

as we put up… impregnable fencing, it gets torn down by the local hooligans’, being around 600-
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metres west of the thriving Thorney Bay resort.173 The lack of mention of the battery’s historical 

defensive significance or value as a heritage asset conveys contemporary negative attitudes. The 

source reflects that legal liability issues posed by abandoned defences often prompted their 

destruction, rather than public needs or access requirements. However, the apparent lack of 

popular objection to their removal suggest that defences were being rejected as undesirable from 

their surrounding landscapes and communities in the longer-term. 

 

     Peter Basham’s oral history provides an insight into public perceptions which the demolition 

documentation lacks. He recalls a pillbox surviving on Pitsea marshes, north-west of Canvey, 

during the 1960s.174 He describes using it as a bike shelter when wildfowling, and whilst aware of 

its origins he states ‘we never thought about [the pillbox] as a defence thing… I don’t think 

anybody ever thought about [their significance]’.175 This captures attitudes of acceptance towards 

disused fortifications in the post-war landscape, but also disregard for their home-front importance 

prior to reconsideration prompted by studies such as Henry Will’s Pillboxes in 1985.176 Appreciation 

of the security that defence once provided during wartime had long passed. 

 

     Despite neglect towards Britain’s wartime fortifications following war’s immediate aftermath, 

the impact that more-significant defences; such as Canvey’s coastal batteries, made upon 

communities’ topographies and the landscape was both considerable and largely permanent. 

Despite the demolition of Scars Elbow battery, the land never returned to agriculture and became 

the site of a methane terminal shortly after.177 Not only did Deadman’s Point battery become the 

centre of Canvey’s thriving post-war tourism, this in-turn encouraged the migration of Londoners 

into the area. Even after demolition, their influence on Canvey’s topography and demography 

prevailed through the late-twentieth century into the present. David Thorndike recalls observing 

the Second World War as a turning point in the island’s tourist and residential growth in contrast 

to its quaint pre-war agricultural landscape.178 Arguably, the legacies of its defence schemes helped 

define this. Pre-war Canvey’s roadways were largely unmade, yet surfacing and roadbuilding for 

the installation of military hardware continued to serve the island’s infrastructure. Canvey and 

Hadleigh’s heavy anti-aircraft batteries were too thick to demolish, still remaining undeveloped as 
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scheduled monuments. Little Gypps and Hadleigh’s thick concrete emplacements were earthed-

over; with the former’s mounds becoming a skateboard park since the 1960s, affectionately known 

as ‘the Gunny’ by local children aware of its defensive heritage, and the latter constituting a country 

park.179 These protected sites support Chris Pearson’s observation that the militarisation of land 

has sometimes kept development at bay, although in the case of Thorney Bay camp, it’s defensive 

infrastructure actually encouraged tourist development.180 

 

     In summary, Second World War defensive installations made a significant post-war impact 

upon Estuarine communities, infrastructure, and environments. Seaside tourism and agricultural 

land with temporary defences mostly recovered rapidly. More-permanent works influenced 

Canvey Island’s long-term tourism and topography, and abandoned battery camps attracted 

migrants and tourists from London who constituted the region’s post-war demography. The 

relationship between these military remnants and local attitudes changed post-war as their 

relevance faded; with communities temporarily accepting and repurposing them in the aftermath 

of war, but rejecting and often demolishing them in the long-term. 
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Conclusions 

 

     In conclusion, home-front defensive works and their associated activities have impacted the 

coastal communities, infrastructure, and environments of the Thames Estuary profoundly during 

and in the aftermath of the Second World War. Whilst pre-war attitudes shunned defensive 

installations, they became accepted during wartime as necessary for security despite severe human 

and environmental consequences. This acceptance prevailed shortly after victory but was rapidly 

replaced with disregard post-war. Nonetheless, their legacy still made considerable impacts. 

 

     The prelude surveys the primarily-agricultural environment of inter-war Canvey Island to 

ascertain the extent of defence’s impacts in wartime. The Canvey Chronicle cartoon provides a unique 

insight into the wary attitudes locals held towards government defence schemes, yet also reveals 

the security people experienced prior to outbreak. The central first chapter examines the extent 

and nature of the impacts that defence had during wartime. Requisitioning and construction works 

undoubtedly had an intrusive physical impact upon agricultural environments. Tourist 

environments and economies both at Canvey Island and Southend-on-Sea were hindered and 

altered by anti-invasion preparations. Troops stationed at batteries had both positive and negative 

social consequences. The presence of gun emplacements had a dramatic emotional impact upon 

locals, with anti-aircraft fire and shrapnel posing a threat to both residential infrastructure and 

inhabitants. Whilst children expressed fascination towards these activities, they were feared during 

air-raids. Locals living within this defensible area were involved with defence which dominated 

their wartime lives, yet accepted these measures as vital for security and functioned alongside them. 

The second chapter examines the impact of defensive installations on Thames Estuarine 

communities post-war in the short and longer-term. The survival of fortifications and their 

associated encampments prompted tourist and residential opportunities, influencing the area’s 

topography, demography, and environment into recent times; particularly at Canvey Island where 

more-permanent emplacements had a lasting presence. In the deprived circumstances of wartime’s 

immediate aftermath, defensive structures were recycled and accepted within the landscape. 

However, as conflict became increasingly distant, such structures lost relevance and were rejected 

and demolished as undesirable. 

 

     The wide range of sources used to examine the impacts of defensive installations has enabled 

an insight into both physical processes and human experience at both an official and personal 

level. Whilst official archival documents and plans, as well as Britain from Above’s aerial 
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photographs, reveal the technical and spatial extents of defensive works’ impact upon the 

landscape and infrastructure, they lack any insight into how people’s lives and mentalities were 

affected. Reversely, this is provided by oral-historical interviews and memoirs; such as those of the 

BBC People’s War and Canvey Community Archive, in addition to family photographs and other 

media produced by locals. The combination of these perspectives allows both the physical and 

psychological impact that defence had upon communities and environments to be ascertained, and 

the changing relationship between national defence and localities. 

 

     This investigation has provided a positive contribution to advance existing discussion 

surrounding landscape history, home-front social history, and the defence of Britain. Whilst 

plentiful literature tackles these topics, few studies have related twentieth-century defences with 

human experience and environmental surroundings. Rather than examining the Second World 

War’s hardened fortifications in isolation; such as Henry Wills and Mike Osborne’s works, this 

study has provided originality by examining the wider impact that this made upon people and 

places.181 Furthermore, the microhistorical focus upon Essex’s Thameside communities allows the 

Britain’s defence to be examined in less-abstract terms than traditional national histories by Basil 

Collier and Norman Longmate.182 Source material has been related critically to sociohistorical 

home-front studies by Becky Willans and Sonya Rose to understand childhood experience and the 

presence of foreign troops respectively, and to Angus Calder’s discourse concerning the reality of 

stoicism and national unity.183 Landscape history has also been engaged with; particularly Chris 

Pearson’s exploration of militarisation’s impacts upon the landscape, despite identifying civilian 

experience as a shortcoming in existing literature.184 Lastly, the examination of evidence has 

enabled the amateur narratives of local historians to be reinforced by placing it into a critical 

academic context. 

 

     Whilst Canvey Island witnessed a particularly high concentration of works, these types of 

fortifications represent those that were constructed within communities across a wider national 

context. Further research could expand this topic by considering other case studies and conflicts 

as well as the impacts of Royal Air Force sites, the defence of industrial environments, and also 
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the memorialisation of defensive heritage in recent times. However, as an initial investigation 

utilising a range of source types to uncover both personal and official perspectives, this paper has 

revealed how Second World War home-front defensive installations have impacted communities, 

infrastructure, and landscapes in the Thames Estuary. An insight into the pronounced civilian and 

environmental consequences that fortifications had during and following wartime has advanced 

discussion surrounding defences themselves by introducing and exploring their relationship with 

surrounding people and places. 
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